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other hand is France, victorious and vengeful, intent upon its pound 
of tiesfa. The French Government cries for reparation, appearing 
neither to know nor to care that the Allies are rapidly starving Ger
many into a state where reparation will mean little more than a joke 
—a grim I russian joke. Germany may not buy bread, say France’s 
rulers ; it must save its money to pay the bill that the Allies are 
rapidly itemizing. But when men are beggared and starving, though " 
they may steal or die. they can be counted upon not to pay their 
debts. France appears willing to risk crippling itself and all of 
Europe, providing it may have the privilege of crippling Germany, 
too, while bv acquiescing in this behavior the United States 
the members of the Entente shoulder their share of the responsibility 
for what is bound to come. If the bogey of Bolshevism, feared and 
yet encouraged by the Allies, stalks across Europe lb the dangerous 
guise of famine, part of the blame at least can be laid to the policy 
which has been developed at Paris.

From the Rhine to the Yellow River the world is in a state of 
unrest and revolution. The next step in the German development 
none fan fortell. Russia is a vast experiment station for half a 
hundred new economic and social undertakings. From the Caucasus 
and Central Asia we hear reports of violent outbreaks. The-Emir 
of Afghanistan has just been murdered. India, which is kept hidden 
from our curious gaze by the high defensive wall of a strict censor
ship, suffers from vast strikes, the first Widettee of a concerted na
tionalistic movement, w^ile China is maintaining a perilous balance 
between Japanese aggression and revolutionary separatism.
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People are acting in masses. They learned mass aetion during 
the war and they have been practicing it since the signing of the 
armistice.

Politicians do not understand mass action; the statesmen of the 
old order fail to grasp its significance. They are so accustomed to 
“boss” the masses, that where they encounter the mass in motion 
they are offended by it. They think and speak of it as though the 
masses intend a personal affront to them and tp the form of govern
ment that they represent.- The French ruling class felt that way in 
1789; the rylçj-s of Russia had the same idea in 1Q05 and 1917; the 
rulers of America take such an attitude today.

Mass aetion is an effort of the people to find salvation. Mass 
action is a crusade. The crusaders are enthused, inspired, transfi
gured. They are no longer men. They are the prophetic embodi
ment of a new world order.

Strange reports come to us of the spirit behind the mass action 
that is convulsifig South America and transforming Europe. In Rus
sia, the masses have made work a national duty and parasitism an 
offense. An American officer is reported as having praised Clemen- 

and thé French Government and then added “but when I sjieak
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thus to the French soldiers they spit.” British troops en masse no
tifies! their officers that they would uot go to Russia and refused to 
unmass themselves until they were given assurance that they would 
not be sent there. Frehehmen. Canadians. Australians, Japanese, 
Hungarians. Finns and Germans—all evince the same spirit.

The British workers are crusading. The Belfast strikers and the 
workers of Glasgow announce publicly that they have no intention 
of stopping until they have secured possession of the industries— 
announce this in fac3 of open protests from the old trade union offi- 

and from the government authorities.
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‘ The Canadian Pacific Railway owns some six million (6,000,- 
000) acres of the finest virgin land in the prairie provinces of Al
berta. Saskatchewan and Manitoba whft-h it received as a grant for 
the construction of its trans-eontinental line. Some three million 
(3.000.000) acres of this land is in the province of Alberta.”—World 
Wide.

The New York Timescers
in an editorial denunciation, declares that some of the more respect
able of the British trade union leaders have repudiated the rank and

\file and resigned their positions.
The same spirit of mass aetion has dominated the clothing strikes 

in New York and is expressing itself among the workers of Seattle. 
From Buenos Aires and Montevklio come similar stories of the un
tutored workers casting aside his allegiance to trade union organ
ization and to government machinery and announcing that the
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‘‘ We'have fought and bted and died for France. Now that the war 
is over, France belongs to ns. V

Politicians, statesmen and the diplomats who speak for the old
action. Therefore, they condemn it,

r‘In order to prevent the disastrous glutting of the labor mar
ket, following the industrial demobilization of women workers, 
General Booth of the Salvation Army, is reported to have induced 
the authorities to give substantial support to a scheme for the after- 
war immigration of women to the overseas dominions. To meet the 
enlarged plans some 72,000 pounds has already been collected. 
Agents of the Salvation Afmy~’M1gration TTcpartmem bavc 
vestigating in Canada, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa to
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determine the opportunities for women settlers in those Dominions.” " *— ~
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—Nation.
( world cannot fathom mass 

oppose it and attempt to crush it. They might as well try to check 
the ice packs in the June Yukon or the sweep of the trade winds.

are aroused. They have been starved. Their chil-

:

Xj• “Thirty-five thousand children under- five years of age die 
each year in Canada, in most cases from lack of nourishment and 
proper housing,” was the sweeping statement made by Miss Hughes, 
superintendent of Child Welfare in Alberta who spoke on this sub
ject. “As our nation’s future depends upon its infancy it is tfie 
duty of all Canada to educate itself in the'eare of children.”

The masses _ ,
dren have died of disease. Their sons have been lost in battle. Their 
lives have been crippled and broken. All these things have come 
to them under the reign of capitalist society. The masses have 
reached the conclusion that capitalist society is a menace to human 
happiness and well-being. The masses have made up their minds 
that the capitalist society must ‘go. Experience has made them wise. 
Misery and suffering has made them hold. The masses have spoken. 
The crusade has begun! The indomitable, invincible mass crusade, 
crying its message—“Bread, peace and liberty—capitalism must 
go!”—SCOTT NEARING.
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« French labor, whose discontent has been so successfully con
cealed by the ardent Paris censorship, is answerable for a measure 
of the haste with which the peace delegates are pressing to a 
multitude of unstudied conclusions. German events have awaken
ed many reverberations in French cities; in fact, while the Spartacar. 
revolt was at its height it was feared that its triumph might instigate 
a similar movement in Paris. The collapse of the Liebnecht revolt 
temporarily heartened the Parliamentary' regime in France, but 
there was renewed fright when the Socialist and Democrats swept 
the German elections, and the French press was forbidden to report 
the subsequent British strikes. The one-minute strike on the Paris, 
Lyons, and Mediterranean railway was a laconic remark by French 
workers to which the peace delegates have paid anxious heed.
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(From the New York Nation)
„ The despatches from Paris furnish strange reading in connection 

with tiie news from Germany during the past few days. On the 
hand is Germany, Grooving with a sort of stumbling accuracy along 
the path laid out by Russia. Hungry', resentful, divided among them
selves, the German working people appear to be tending more and 

toward actual Bolshevism; Hugo Haase at the conference of the
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The Russian revolution cannot be crushed; the old order can
not be crushed by bayonets. . . . The Capitalist Press and the .
Politicians hold up their hands in horror and talk of anarchy. They 

the prime makers and fomentera of anarchy because they wi)l 
not acquiesce iq the Revolution, but give aid to the old order which 

only prolong its death-agony. !.. In the name of order 
everywhere fomenting, disorder and civil war and are pre-
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Independent Socialists of Berlin, * has said not only that the Soviet 
form of government must come in Germany, but that “the principles 
of Bolshevism cannot be suppressed; they are bound to prevail.” 
The assembly at Weimar is practically isolated ; the great strikes ap-

the Government, Russian
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venting Eastern and Middle Europe from settling itself. And for this . 
devil’s work we—unless we call a speedy halt to it—must pay in the 
blood of our men.—English Herald.

pear to be spreading over wider areas;
fashion, talks half resistance, half surrender to the new forces and 
forms of control The only German innovation is the unofficial sug
gestion of making the workers’ and soldiers* councils an actual legis
lative arm of the Government. This would seem to promise little more 
than the facilitation of a probable transfer of power to the new “General Otis command includes small American forces at 
organs of proletarian control. Meanwhile, order has been forgotten; Harbonovak, which it is said were unwilling to^aid the Japanese 2E and" rounter strikes, riots and shooting, anymore than all, against the enemy m recent encounera des-

be the actual ruling forces in Germany. On the cnbed in local papers as pro-Bolshev ists. —Montreal Star.
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